
Finding Your Feet (2018) ‧ 1h 51m 

Director: Richard Loncraine 
Screenplay: Nick Moorcroft, Meg Leonard 
Starring: Imelda Staunton, Timothy Spall, 
Celia Imrie, Joanna Lumley, and David 
Hayman, 

Synopsis 
When "Lady" Sandra Abbott discovers that her 
husband of 40 years is having an affair with 
her best friend, she seeks refuge in London 
with her estranged, older sister Bif. The two 
could not be more different - Sandra is a fish 
out of water next to her outspoken, serial 
dating, free-spirited sibling. But different is just 
what Sandra needs at the moment, and she 
reluctantly lets Bif drag her along to a 
community dance class, where she starts 
finding her feet. 

What older audiences want - from The 
Observer (Feb 2018) 
Ageing cinema audiences want to watch films 
with intelligent dialogue that deal with real 
people, according to Imelda Staunton. Yet they 
are let down by a male-dominated industry 
that makes “terrible” blockbusters fuelled by 
violence and special effects. Too many films 
gave the impression that “millions” were 
lavished on the special effects and “£4.80 on 
the script”, she said.  “Everyone works really 
hard on whatever film they’re making. But the 
money people couldn’t give a toss about the 
writing”. Nick Moorcroft, who wrote Finding 
Your Feet with Meg Leonard, said: “Meg and I 
set out to write an uplifting and defiant comedy 
that touches upon the issues and challenges 
of growing older, but also celebrates having 
the courage and humour to overcome them.” 

Imelda Staunton said that the two Best Exotic 
Marigold Hotel films had “pushed the gate 
open a little bit”, but that there was still a long 
way to go with regard to casting older 
characters, given an assumption that “men 
don’t want to see older women.  Well, you’re 
going to have to. We don’t not exist.” 

Timothy Spall agreed that the film industry had 
been missing a trick in not appreciating the 
potential of films with older characters: “It’s just 

a natural thing. People are living longer, they 
are prepared to have more of a social life and 
they like to see things in a 
shared environment.” 

The producers and distributor are also 
collaborating with Age UK in launching Finding 
Your Feet dance groups across the charity’s 
centres nationwide. 

Miscellany (from Woman and Home) 
The cast had to learn to dance, including 
some Strictly moves. Celia told us, “I had to 
learn the foxtrot and a bit of flamenco for this, 
which was such fun. You won’t ever see me on 
Strictly though, because you have to wear 
dresses that show off your ankles – and mine 
are awful!”  Joanna Lumley told us, “The best 
dancer has to be Imelda – she’s like a snake 
through the water”.  According to Imelda, we 
can all take something away from this film. 
She said, “It’s lovely to be at the centre of a 
film that doesn’t say it’s only worth changing if 
you’re young. The film is all about how people 
can change. I hope it will make people realise 
that it’s never too late.” 

What the critics said (extracts) 
Geoffrey McNab - The Independent 
Finding Your Feet yields quite a few laughs 
early on with its sitcom-style gags and one-
liners. It also has some poignant observations 
about love, betrayal and ageing.  Although it 
does touch on some dark subjects – 
Alzheimer’s, depression, cancer – it somehow 
always manages to keep up its irrepressibly 
cheery and inane mood. 
Wendy Ide (The Observer) 
There is a certain creaky charm to this tale of 
late-life second chances and senior dance 
classes. It’s a good-looking picture – the 
costumes have a pleasingly retro 50s flavour 
and the design of Bif’s chaotic flat speaks of a 
personality so exuberant it covers every 
available surface with happy clutter. 
Helen O’Hara - The Telegraph 
The story is profoundly predictable. Every 
development is heavily telegraphed, from the 
senior dance class’ success to the new 
romances, and there is very little nuance in the 
way that the characters’ lives unfold. 

Film notes by Jane Gillon
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